The Diane B. Allen Equal Pay Act

Basics
• Revises and expands the New Jersey Law
Against Discrimination (NJLAD)
• Signed into law on April 24th by Governor
Murphy. The law took effect on July 1, 2018.
All pay and benefits are subject to the law on
that date – not just decisions made after that
date.
• Puts greater burden of proof on the employer
to explain and defend differences in wages.

Employers Included
• Businesses with employees in NJ
• No minimum number of employees in NJ
(beyond at least 1)
• Applies to both public sector and private
sector businesses

Employees Included
• All of your employees are potentially covered
• Any employee in any classification protected
under the New Jersey Law Against
Discrimination is covered under the pay equity
law.
• The law applies not only to gender pay
disparity, but also to pay disparity based on
any protected class under the NJLAD.

What Are The Protected
Classes Under the NJLAD?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race
Creed
Color
National origin
Nationality
Ancestry
Age
Marital status
Civil union status
Domestic partnership status
Affectional or sexual
orientation

•
•
•
•

Genetic information
Pregnancy or Breastfeeding
Sex
Gender identity or
expression
• Disability
• Atypical hereditary cellular
or blood trait of any
individual
• Liability for service in the
armed forces

What does it mean?
• New law makes it illegal for an employer to
– “pay any of its employees who is a member of a
protected class at a rate of compensation,
including benefits, which is less than the rate paid
by the employer to employees who are not
members of the protected class”
– “for substantially similar work, when viewed as a
composite of skill, effort and responsibility.”

Who must be compared?
• The compensation of any employee in any
protected class against any employee in ANY
OTHER protected class (performing
substantially similar work.)
– Statute says to compare to “employees who are
not members of the protected class” – not simply
members who are not members of a protected
class.

What is Substantially
Similar Work?
• “Substantially similar work” will be decided,
by a jury, based on its view of “a composite of
skill, effort and responsibility” required of the
positions involved.

Burden of Proof Shifts to Employer
• It is up to the Employer to prove it did not
violate the statute – that a pay differential is
ENTIRELY based on legitimate factors.
• There will be a PRESUMPTION OF GUILT if the
employer cannot prove ENTIRE difference
based on legitimate factors.

Three Ways to Be Complaint
• Seniority system - Different from longevity – appears
to require an actual seniority system, such as in a
union contract.
• Merit system - “System” required – not simply merit.
• Five Factor Test

Claim Process
• Under the Diane B. Allen Equal Pay Act, the analysis of
a claim is similar to the Federal Equal Pay Act, with one
additional burden on the employer.
• Step 1: Employee must prove he or she does
substantially similar work to another employee who is
paid more.
– Skill, Effort and Responsibility

• Step 2: Employer must prove the pay differential
results from:
– a seniority system (undefined)
– a merit system (undefined) .
– Five Factor Test

• If the employer attempts to prove that the pay differential is due to
one or more of the bona fide legitimate factors (5 Factor Test), it
must also prove each of the following:
– That the differential is based on one or more legitimate, bona fide
factors other than the characteristics of members of the protected
class, such as training, education or experience, or the quantity or
quality of production;
– That the factor or factors are not based on, and do not perpetuate, a
differential in compensation based on sex or any other characteristic
of members of a protected class;
– That each of the factors is applied reasonably;
– That one or more of the factors account for the entire wage
differential; AND
– That the factors are job-related with respect to the position in
question and based on a legitimate business necessity. A factor based
on business necessity shall not apply if it is demonstrated that there
are alternative business practices that would serve the same business
purpose without producing the wage differential.

Factor 1
• That the differential is
based on one or more
legitimate, bona fide
factors other than the
characteristics of
members of the
protected class, such as
training, education or
experience, or the
quantity or quality of
production;

• What other factors may
be considered?
–
–
–
–

Training
Education
Experience
Quantity/Quality

• Seniority with
company?

Factor 2
• That the factor or factors
are not based on, and do
not perpetuate, a
differential in compensation
based on sex or any other
characteristic of members
of a protected class;

• How do you prove that
the factors do not
“perpetuate”
differential in
compensation based on
protected class?

Factor 3
• That each of the factors is
applied reasonably;

• Are you applying it
“fairly”?

Factor 4
• That one or more of the
factors account for the
entire wage differential;

• Prove entire difference
is based on the factors
it cites.
–
–
–
–

Training
Education
Experience
Quantity/Quality

AND Factor 5
• That the factors are jobrelated with respect to the
position in question and
based on a legitimate
business necessity. A factor
based on business necessity
shall not apply if it is
demonstrated that there
are alternative business
practices that would serve
the same business purpose
without producing the wage
differential.

• You can only use a
factor if you can prove
that it relates to the job
and is necessary.
– Educational
requirements.
– Physical requirements.
– Skill based
compensation.

Location Issues
• If a company has an office or site in NJ it is
bound to adhere to law for NJ employees.
• Location is not a good defense for wage
differential.
– “Comparisons of wage rates shall be based on
wage rates in all of an employer’s operations or
facilities.”

Employers Intent Irrelevant
• Intent to discriminate is not at issue.
• Employee does not need to even allege
employer intended to discriminate.
• Employer does not need to have been aware
of the employee’s protected classification.
• Lack of intent or knowledge is not a defense.

Violation Time Frame
• The law changes the 2 year limitations period (NJLAD)to 6 years for
claims regarding discrimination in compensation or in the financial
terms or conditions of employment.
– Employee can go back and seek damages for as long as 6 year period.
– Every time an employee is “affected” by a discriminatory
compensation decision is a NEW VIOLATION to restart six (6) year
statute of limitations.

• Attempt to get employees to consent to shorter SOL under NJLAD is
now made illegal.
This means each paycheck which continues the effects of a
discriminatory pay or benefits decision. The maximum period of
damages is 6 years, but this means that employers could be forced
to litigate decisions that took place decades prior.

Employee Discussions/Disclosures
• An employer may not punish any employee for
requesting from, discussing with, or disclosing to

– any other employee (current or former), the employee’s
lawyer, or any government agency
– information regarding the job title, occupational category,
and rate of compensation, including benefits, of the
employee or any other employee or former employee, or
– the gender, race, ethnicity, military status, or national
origin of the employee or any other employee or former
employee of the employer.

• Employees cannot be required to waive these rights.

Prohibition on Retaliation
• NJLAD already prohibits retaliation for various
conduct taken in furtherance of the law,
including objecting to violations or making
complaints.
• New law adds prohibitions against retaliating
against any person because that person has:
– Sought legal advice regarding rights under NJLAD.
– Shared relevant information with legal counsel.
– Shared information with a governmental entity.

Consequences/Treble Damages
• Types of damages under NJLAD include:
– Back & front pay
– Compensatory damages (emotional distress, pain
and suffering, etc)
– Punitive Damages

• New Law: Tripling (3X) of “monetary
damages” for discriminatory pay and
discussion reprisal.

Corrections to Make
• “An employer who is paying a rate of
compensation in violation of this subsection
shall not reduce the rate of compensation of
any employee in order to comply with this
subsection.”
– This means if you find a violation the only way to
correct it now is to raise the lower to match the
higher salary.

BIG DIFFERENCE!
• If you find a difference in compensation for
substantially similar work that cannot be
explained, fix it.
– At this point you can not reduce someone’s salary
– Meet with decision maker and legal counsel to
determine what can be offered.
• Wages
• Benefits
• Other compensation

Pay Equity Moving Forward
• Consider the use of arbitration agreements.
– Pros

• Ensure that class claims cannot be brought.
• The complex proofs required under law probably better
before arbitrator than emotions of jury.

– Cons

• Very limited appeals

– Also

• Cannot limit statute of limitations.
• Must provide same remedies.

Pay Equity – short term steps
• Prepare your leadership team

– Discussion of duties & compensation

• Implement an HR Audit

– Review your recruitment site

• Do not base new hire’s former salary as starting salary

– Review your on-boarding
– Review your current personnel policy – be sure that your staff
are not prohibited from discussing wages & benefits
– Review your job descriptions – Educational requirements,
Physical requirements and Skill based compensation; Effort and
Responsibility

• Where two employees have the same title, compare compensation to
actual job descriptions to determine discrepancies and if they can be
justified

Implement HR Audit con’t
• Review staff training

– Schedule staff training for supervisors/budget

• Review merit based compensation systems and
performance review forms, ratings and procedures
• Review wage rates/defined plan/positions

– determine which types of positions it has that are similar
in skill level, effort required and responsibility

• Review current payroll
• Review employees who have left that are a flag
• Seek Counsel

Pay Equity – long term steps
• Supervisor/Decision Maker Update

– Adjust Budget 2019
– Performance reviews – review with supervisors for language and
expectations
– Continue to review employees who have left that are a flag

• Wage rates/defined plan

– Develop factor sheet to explain differentials in salaries for all levels
and locations
• Determine if uniform pay scales are appropriate for the business/industry

– Consider a seniority system that ensure longevity based pay
differences are protected
– Consider formal merit compensation systems
– Keep detailed records of the rationale behind all compensation
decisions.

Thank you for your time!
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